Accurately measuring the risk of bond market is very important for improving the risk management level of bond market and maintaining the stability of the financial system. Taking ChinaBond New Composite Wealth (gross) Index as the research object, this paper selects the closing price from January 1, 2002 to March 30, 2018, establishes the GARCH, EGARCH and GJR-GARCH model based on normal distribution and t distribution, and finds out the volatility aggregation and the leverage effect of the bond market. Then, this paper use two methods to measure the risk of the bond market: first, we estimate the value at risk (VaR) of the bond market by the parameter method, using conditional variance estimated by the GARCH models, and we carry out backtesting analysis and the Kupiec failure rate test on measurement accuracy of VaR. The results show that t distribution hypothesis and elimination of autocorrelation of the yield rate can improve the accuracy and robustness of the estimation of the VaR; second, we simulate the future revenue path of the bond market and compare it with the actual loss, using Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS) based on Bootstrap method. The results show that the bond market has leverage effect. The maximum possible loss under extreme conditions can be far greater than the maximum possible revenue. But the estimated VaR under 95% confidence level can predict future risks very well. Finally, according to the conclusion, this paper puts forward some suggestions for regulators and investors from the perspective of risk management.
Introduction
The Asian financial crisis that broke out in 1997 gives us a lesson that the development of multi-level capital markets, especially the bond market, is of great significance to the stability and prosperity of finance and economy in a region and even a country. The development of the bond market will help expand the financing channels, establish indirect control mechanisms, promote the reform of interest rate liberalization and then increase the efficiency of the allocation of financial resources. Therefore, how to ensure the healthy development of the bond market and let the bond market risk buffer play their full role, or how to accurately measure the risk of the bond market and improve the level of risk management are of great practical significance.
Since Chinese government resumed issuing national debt in 1981, the bond market has so far achieved rapid development. Regulatory system has been gradually improved; bond types have become increasingly diverse; a unified layered market system including three submarkets, which are inter-bank bond market, exchange bond market, and commercial bank over-the-counter market has gradually emerged. The bond market plays an important role in the implementation of the macroeconomic regulation carrier while playing a financing function. The regulatory authorities regulate the money supply through open market operations such as cash coupon trading and repurchase in the bond market to achieve monetary policy goals; they can also achieve financial policy goals through the scientific arrangement of the size, timing, and term structure of government bond issuance; they can guide the flow of bond financing as well by rationally adjusting the structure of bond issuers to optimize the industrial structure and achieve the purpose of healthy industrial development. trillion; the issuance of government bonds reached 3.9 trillion yuan; the issuance of local government bonds reached 4.4 trillion yuan; the issuance of financial bonds reached 5 trillion yuan; government-sponsored institutional bond issuance reached 286 billion yuan; asset-backed securities reached 1.5 trillion yuan; interbank certificates issued amounted to 20.2 trillion yuan; corporate credit bonds issued amounted to 5.5 trillion yuan. It can be seen that the bond market has become an important place for direct financing in China. It is not only an important part of the financial market, but also an important platform for national macroeconomic regulation and control. Bond market plays an increasingly important role in the stable development of the national economy.
However, compared with the developed bond market, China's bond market is still a developing market with a short development period, a weak system, and a structure that needs improvement. The lack of risk management tools and the deficiencies in risk control mechanisms have aggravated the risk accumulation in the bond market. According to Wind statistics, there have been 140 bond defaults since 2014, involving a balance of 79.754 billion yuan. Among them, 35 new default bonds were issued in 2017, involving a balance of 28.060 billion yuan, which was still a great amount of money despite a 27.58% year-on-year decrease. In response, China's supervisory authorities have successively introduced a number of policy measures since 2017 to strengthen pre-, intra-and ex post management of various bond risks. However, authorities not only need to formulate various policies and regulations on the micro level, but also needs to understand the overall market risk situation on a macro level in order to manage risk of the bond market. The futures crisis in the late 1990s and the financial crisis that broke out in 2008 all underscore the importance of overall financial risk control. This also puts forward higher requirements for financial risk measurement. How to accurately measure risks and improve risk management levels to ensure the healthy development of the bond market and give full play to the role of the risk buffer in the bond market is a major issue that we urgently need to resolve.
Literature Review
In the study of risk in the bond market, foreign scholars started earlier. The research content mainly includes three aspects: first, the study of bond liquidity and volatility risk; second, the factors that contribute to bond premium risk; third, the influencing factors on the pricing of corporate bonds. Chordia et al. (2003) studied the mechanism of interaction between liquidity, trading activity, yield, and volatility between the stock market and the bond market. The results showed that the stock market and bond markets had similar liquidity patterns. The interaction between volatility and liquidity did exist, that is, there were the same influencing factors that affected each other systematically. John and Monika (2005) studied the characteristics of the time variation of expected excess bond yields, and conducted a regression analysis of the one-year excess return of the initial forward rate. A single tent-shaped long-term interest rate linear combination was used to predict the excess returns of 1-to 5-year bonds, and the regression results showed that R 2 was as high as 0.44. Heinke (2006) studied the relationship between bond credit risk premiums, volatility, and credit ratings. He used panel data to compare credit spreads before and after changes in credit ratings. Using t-test to study how volatility changes depend on the credit rating, Heinke drew the conclusion that there is an inverse relationship between ratings and volatility. Ludger et al. (2009) empirically studied the risk premiums of the European Central Government and the sub-national governments of Germany, Spain and Canada and found that the central government's risk premium has a positive response to debt and deficits. Jürgen et al. (2011) studied the spreads of government bonds denominated in US dollars and euros relative to benchmark bonds in the United States and Germany before and after the 2008 financial crisis. The empirical evidence showed that after the crisis, the spread of non-benchmark bonds rose sharply due to the increase in the degree of general risk aversion. German bonds had acquired similar safe-haven investment status as the United States. Darbha and Dufour (2014) studied the relationship between the risk of default in a country and the insufficiency of liquidity in issuing bonds. Empirical evidence showed that the non-liquidity of bonds depended on the level of market development in the country. The sovereign debt default decision made the liquidity of the subordinate bond market insufficient through debt transfer channels. Liang et al. (2016) , under the framework of the structural model, constructed a corporate bond indiscriminate pricing model for credit-level migration by conditionally applying credit rating migration boundaries. Using dynamic programming theory, Liang et al. analyzed the impact of model parameters on indiscriminate pricing. Pan (2016) built a corporate bond pricing model based on risk hedging by introducing stochastic recovery rate and default intensity, and found that intensity and recovery parameters were important factors affecting bond credit spreads. Claudia et al. (2017) used the DCC-GARCH model to analyze the correlation between the credit spreads of the U.S. and Canadian corporate bond markets. The empirical evidence showed that the correlation between the two markets during the normal period was weak, but the correlation increased suddenly during the crisis. Thomas (2018) studied the characteristics of the time variation of government bond yields based on the global asset-return pricing model. Empirical evidence showed that 40% to 70% of the time variation in US dollar-denominated bond income was related to the global bond market and exchange rate risk.
China's researches on the risk of bond market mainly focus on the theoretical discussion of market management mechanism. The empirical research content is mainly focused on the credit risk of municipal bonds and corporate bonds.
A few studies are focused on liquidity risks. Ba Shusong (2000) described the impact of the development of the bond market on the country's monetary policy and pointed out how to manage the interest rate risk of the bond market from the perspective of interest rate risk . Li Yan (2003) clarified how to correctly understand the credit risk of corporate bonds, and suggested that the construction of corporate bond market requires information disclosure system and believed that the government must strengthen the supervision of information disclosure. Liu Shangxi and Zhao Xiaojing (2005) believed that there are public risks and fiscal risks in the issuance of municipal revenue bonds. The ways to prevent risks were to improve the relevant laws and regulations, design a market framework for municipal revenue bonds, and reform the government investment system. Yang Qinyan (2007) used the KMV model to measure the credit risk of municipal bonds in Hangzhou and Ningbo, two economically more developed cities, and then proposed policy recommendations based on empirical results from the perspective of market institutional norms. Zhang Rui (2010) established an error correction model to study the impact of different influencing factors on the liquidity of the bond market. Empirical evidence showed that domestic money supply was the main driving force of the current bond market liquidity, and that international capital market risk had a negative impact on bond market liquidity. The impact of the major international exchange rate fluctuations and international capital costs would affect the bond market liquidity in a long-term way through various channels. Zhang Yuyan and Lu Jin (2012) pointed out that self-discipline management was of great significance in the bond market. Promoting self-discipline management would contribute to the development and innovation of the Chinese bond market. Hou Xianping (2016) conducted a multidimensional analysis of the bond market risk based on the GAHCH family model and VaR method. The application scope and accuracy of various models were compared and studied through rigorous posterior analysis, and then the application values of different typical facts in risk management were analyzed. Zong Jun (2017) pointed out the current general risks and other structural impacts of China's bond market, and proposed a methodology for macro-management of bond market risks, and a risk management toolbox to be adopted. From the perspective of credit risk, Sun Jifeng (2017) used the DS model and the KMV model to study the bond defaults of listed companies in China. The empirical results showed that when the issuer's credit rating was at or above level A, the credit status of the issuer was better and the default distance was bigger. However, when the bond issuer's credit status was below level A, the better the credit status of the issuer, the greater the default distance. Song Meiyi and Hu Yuji (2018) established a threshold model to capture the non-linear effects of market interest rates on the credit risk of the bond market. The empirical results showed that long-term interest rates had a positive impact on credit risk as a whole, and short-term interest rates had an opposite effect on credit risk, depending on the degree of currency liquidity.
Judging from the focus of research, when studying the risks of the bond market both at home and abroad, more micro-perspectives are taken to study the credit risk of municipal bonds and corporate bonds. There is little research on the overall risk measurement of the bond market. However, in the stock market, research on financial market risk measurement is mature. The most widely used financial risk quantitative measure is the loss distribution metric method, and the most common one is the VaR and ES measure technology. The concept of VaR was proposed by the Bank for International Settlements in 1993. The calculation methods include parameter method, historical simulation method and semi-parametric extreme value theory. The parametric method generally assumes that the rate of return belongs to the position-scale distribution family, that is, the rate of return can be represented by the mean, the standard deviation (also called the volatility) of the yield, and the random error. Because the average yield rate has little effect on VaR, researchers mainly focus on the volatility and error distribution. The volatility estimation is generally based on GARCH model and SV model. The error distribution assumes that the residual obeys Gaussian distribution, t distribution, GED distribution and so on. Applications in this area include Siu et al. (2000) , Tang and Shieh (2006) , Wua and Shiehb (2007) . The historical simulation method is considered to be the most convenient method for estimating VaR. It is not necessary to make assumptions about the entire distribution of returns, and the sample quantile of the historical income distribution is used as an estimate of VaR. Barone et al. (1998) showed that the historical simulation method had good prediction performance. In response to the limitations of the historical simulation method, Barone et al. (2002) introduced the Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS) method. The significant advantage is reflected in the expansion of the scope of historical scenarios through a weighting factor, and the improvement of the tail portion of the revenue. Therefore, it has received great attention in the field of risk management. Adesi et al. (2001), Pritsker (2006) , and Sukcharoensin (2010) used the FHS technique to measure VaR and achieved good results. The semi-parametric extreme value theory (EVT) is the study of modeling and statistical analysis of extreme variability of random variables that rarely occur, but that have a significant impact once they occur. At present, the POT model based on generalized Pareto distribution is the mainstream of extreme value theory. Bali (2007) found that EVT method using the Box-Cox generalized extreme value distribution can more accurately reflect the extreme risks of financial institutions. Bhattacharyya et al. (2008) combined the GARCH model and the EVT model to construct a VaR measurement model for the dynamic volatility and nonnormality of stock return, and concluded that the dynamic VaR model is the best model for measuring VaR.
Applied Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 4; 2018 105 In summary, most scholars at home and abroad studied the bond market from the perspectives of credit risk, liquidity risk and market management, but seldom measured the overall risk of the bond market from the perspective of financial measurement. Therefore, this paper will use the multi-dimensional volatility GARCH model for the bond market using the data of China Bond New Comprehensive Wealth (Gross Value) Index from January 1, 2002 to March 30, 2018, and measure the dynamic risk value of the market (VaR). Then this paper will perform back test analysis and Kupiec failure rate test on different GARCH-VaR to obtain a robust volatility model. Finally, based on a robust GARCH model, this paper will use FHS to simulate the future yield path and obtain VaR after Backtest analysis. Based on the above empirical results, this article can provide market regulators and investors with relevant risk management recommendations.
Theoretical Model

GARCH Model
Volatility agglomeration is a salient feature of financial time series, especially the return rate series. When characterizing volatility accumulation, the most commonly used models are the GARCH model and the SV model. This article uses the GARCH model to empirically analyze the bond market index, and its methods briefly are as follows.
GARCH (p, q)
The GARCH model is an extension of the ARCH model, proposed by T. Bolerslev in 1986, and is particularly applicable to the analysis and prediction of volatility. The model equation for GARCH (p, q) is:
Nelson ( 
GJR-GARCH (p, q)
GJR-GARCH was proposed by Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle in 1993. Like EGARCH, it contains a leverage term to characterize asymmetric fluctuations in financial markets. Its equation can be expressed as:
is a dummy variable, and meet the following conditions. 0, 0
1, 0
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If 0 γ t , then negative shocks have greater impact on conditional variance than positive shocks, suggesting a "leveraging effect" in the market.
VaR Measure Based on GARCH Model
VaR (Value at Risk) is interpreted literally as "risk value". Its meaning refers to the maximum possible loss of the value of a certain financial asset or portfolio within a certain period of time at a certain probability level (confidence). When Q stands for loss and p stands for probability level, VaR within period t can be expressed as： In this paper, when estimating VaR, we use the GARCH family model of Section 3.1 to calculate the conditional standard deviation. Substituting the above formula, we can get the dynamic VaR based on GARCH.
Kupiec Failure Rate Test
The accuracy test of the VaR model refers to the degree of coverage of the actual losses by the measurement results of the VaR model. Therefore, examining the probability that actual losses exceed VaR is the most direct method of accuracy testing. This paper selects the Kupiec likelihood ratio test as a backtesting model for further analysis.
The idea of the failure frequency test proposed by Kupiec is to assume that the VaR estimation has a time independence, and then we record the actual daily loss exceeding the VaR estimate as failure, and record the actual loss below the VaR estimate as successful. If it is assumed that each event has time independence, the binomial result of the failed observation represents a series of independent Bernoulli tests.
Assumed actual days of inspection to be T and the Number of days failed to be N , then we can get probability of failure as p N T . If the selected confidence level is q , and the probability of failure is expected to be 1 P q , then we can get the null hypothesis as p p .
Kupiec proposed that the most appropriate test for the null hypothesis p p is the likelihood ratio test:
Statistics LR obeys the chi-square distribution with a degree of freedom of 1. At a level of significance of 5%, the critical value of Chi-square statistics is 3.84. Therefore, when 3.84 LR ,we can reject the null hypothesis and the model as well. In general, the smaller the number of failures, the smaller the LR, that is, the more accurate the model and the higher the credibility. However, a small number of failures means that the model is too conservative, which can sometimes cause the LR to be too large and reject the null hypothesis.
Bootstrap Resampling
The Bootstrap method is a simulated sampling statistical inference method. It is based on the original data and can be Applied Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 4; 2018 107 used to study the distribution characteristics of a statistic for a group of data. It is particularly applicable to problems such as interval estimation and hypothesis testing that are difficult to derive by using conventional methods. The basic idea is to construct an estimated confidence interval with the help of multiple sampling of partial samples when all samples are unknown. The algorithm flow is as follows:
Target：For a sample 12 , ,..., n x x x ,the parameters of its overall probability distribution θ such as mean, median is of the parameter θ with significance level α can be further obtained.
Filter History Simulation
Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS) is a new nonparametric historical simulation method proposed by Barone-Adesi G and Giannopoulos K. As the traditional historical simulation method assumes that the future changes of market factors are completely consistent with historical changes, it cannot handle the extreme situations of the market well. Under extreme circumstances, it will underestimate market risks. The advantage of the FHS is that it can simulate extreme events in a systematic way, so that it can well characterize the tail of the income distribution and better measure market risks. Take AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) as an example, the FHS implementation steps are as follows：
Step1 Standardized processing：Standardize the residual error sequence (sample) obtained by the GARCH model to obtain the residual sequence that obeys i.i.d. After several simulations of the bond index, we can get the cumulative returns for the next N days. According to the cumulative distribution function (CDF), we can obtain the VaR at a certain confidence level from the quantile.
Empirical Research
Data Selection and Description
ChinaBond New Composite Index is issued by China Central Depository & Clearing Co., Ltd. (CCDC) to reflect the overall price trend and revenue of the bond market in China. Compared with other indexes, ChinaBond New Composite Index covers a wider range and reflects a more comprehensive trend of price movements in China's bond market. Therefore, based on the discussion above, this paper takes ChinaBond New Composite Wealth (gross) Index as the Applied Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 4; 2018 108 research object, and selects the data from January 1, 2002 to March 30, 2018 as the sample, with a total of 4065 data. The sample covers three states of the bond market including the bull market, bear market and shock market. Therefore, the statistics derived from the sample can well describe the normal situation and extreme situation of the market. The data in this paper comes from the Wind database. 
Descriptive Statistics and Stability Test
Stability Test
In order to avoid spurious regression, we need to test the stability of sequences. In this paper, we use ADF test to test the yield series of ChinaBond New Composite Wealth (gross) Index. The results are shown in Table 2 . 
Autocorrelation and Partial Correlation Test
We carry out the autocorrelation and partial correlation test of the yield of ChinaBond New Composite Wealth (gross) Index. It can be seen from figure 3 that there is a certain autocorrelation and partial correlation in the yield sequence. in which, μ t is conditional mean for yield, ε t is residual, 2 σ t is conditional variance. Because the mean value of yield rate in financial time series is much smaller than its standard deviation (see Table 1 ), the conditional mean can be regarded as 0. On the other hand, the estimation of the mean of yield rate has little influence on VaR, plus it was proved that AR (1) We carry out ARCH-LM test on the residual sequence obtained from the mean equation. As shown in Table 3 , under the significant level of 5%, the LM test with the lag order of 1 rejects the null hypothesis, so the GARCH model can be established. (1) 1 0 458.1801 6.6349 Note. In the column Hypothesis, 1 indicates the rejection of null hypothesis and the existence of ARCH effect.
Parameter Estimation
Previous results show that the yield sequence of financial market not only has autocorrelation and volatility aggregation, but also has the characteristics of leverage effect and fat tails. Because GARCH (1,1) model can well describe the market's volatility aggregation, this paper takes GARCH (1,1) as the basic function. In order to determine more accurately whether the bond market has this feature, this paper uses the GJR (1,1) model and the EGARCH (1,1) model to verify it when leverage effect is taken into consideration. We assume that the yield residual is subordinate to t distribution and compare it with the normal distribution hypothesis when taking the fat tails distribution in the yield sequence into consideration. The estimated results are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 . Test result of parameter estimation of GARCH model Note. The numbers in the figure are parameter estimators; the numbers in parenthesis are their t statistics; numbers with underline mean that the parameters are not significant at 5% significant level DoF refers to the degree of freedom of t distribution, and from the table 4 we can know that the all DoF tests are significant at the 5% significant level.
It can be seen from the results of parameter estimation in table 4 that: (a) the estimation results for the parameter ρ of AR (1) are significant at 5% significant level, indicating that the AR (1) process assumption of the conditional mean t μ is reasonable; (b) the degree of freedom test based on t distribution is significant, indicating that the yield sequence has characteristic of fat tails distribution; (c) the estimation of GARCH coefficients 1 β is significant in each model, indicating that the volatility of the preceding period significantly affects the volatility of this period, and the volatility Applied Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 4; 2018 111 has obvious aggregation effect; (d) the coefficients of the model are significant in most cases, indicating that the fitting effect of the model is good; (e) the coefficients of the leverage effect are significant under the normal distribution hypothesis whereas under the hypothesis of t distribution, only the coefficient of EGARCH model is significant. The results above show that the bond market has leverage effect.
Estimation and Backtesting of VaR
VaR Estimation and Backtesting Display
We can derive the conditional variance t σ from the GARCH model, and then different GARCH-VaR estimators can be obtained based on the VaR formula in 3.2. Taking GARCH (1,1)-N as an example, using the current price t P , confidence level α , and conditional variance estimate 2 t σ , we can calculate the estimated value of the maximum loss of assets with a holding period of 1 days. Because the logarithmic yield in this paper is magnified 100 times, the price loss correspondingly enlarges 100 times. The VaR estimate is shown in Figure 4 . We carry out Kupiec failure frequency test on VaR results estimated by different GARCH models. The test results are shown in Table 5 . Note 1: indicates the rejection of null hypothesis, 0 means the acceptance of null hypothesis, so when hypothesis in the above table equals 0, the model is more robust.
From the results of Kupiec failure rate test, we can see that most of the models reject the null hypothesis, but the actual failure rate is less than 3.59% under different confidence levels, indicating a good estimation effect. From the principle of Kupiec failure rate test we can derive that the estimators of most of the GARCH-VaR models built in this paper are conservative, and the number of failures is so small that LR is too big. Thus, the null hypothesis of Kupiec failure rate test is rejected.
More specifically: (a) most of the VaR estimation models under normal distribution hypothesis are able to pass the Kupiec test, and the models are more robust. However, the VaR estimation model under the t distribution hypothesis has lower failure rate, which indicates that t distribution can better reflect the extreme situation of the market, and that its conditional variance is greater and the estimation is more conservative; (b) when we compare the situation where conditional mean equals 0 with the corresponding AR (1) model, the actual failure rate is not very different from that of the Kupiec test. However, the estimation of AR (1) model is more conservative, which can be derived from the P value of LR; (c) when the leverage term is added into the model, the actual failure rate becomes lower, the model more robust, and VaR's estimation more conservative.
Filtered Historical Simulation Based on Bootstrap
Standardization and Autocorrelation Test
After the estimation equation of GARCH, the residual sequence can be obtained. Because the FHS theory requires the residual sequence to obey the independent identical distribution (i.i.d.), plus many studies showed that the normalized residual of the yield sequence is subordinate to i.i.d., we standardize the residual sequence. We select the more robust AR (1) -EGARCH (1,1) -N as the research object and find that there is a certain autocorrelation in the normalized residual sequence. In order to eliminate the autocorrelation, the AR (5) -EGARCH (1,1) -N model is established in this paper. The autocorrelation tests of residual and residual squared are shown in Figure 6 . The standardized residual can be approximated as the absence of autocorrelation. At the same time, the effect of eliminating autocorrelation or not on VaR estimation is also examined. As shown in Table 6 , elimination of autocorrelation makes the actual failure rate of VaR estimation lower and the model more robust. Then the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the probability density function (PDF) can be obtained, as shown in Figure 7 .
Applied Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 4; 2018 114 Figure 7. CDF and PDF of yield rate As shown in Table 7 , we can find, through the simulated yield outcome, that the maximum loss in the following month is as high as 27% and the maximum income is no more than 7%. It shows that the market losses caused by extreme circumstances are huge, but the maximum income is not as big as the loss, indicating that the leverage effect does exist in the market. In addition, according to the VaR estimate of confidence level of 95% and 99%, we can know that the market loss under normal condition is no more than -1.4%. Loss percent 26.6359% 6.8927% -0.5041% -1.3340% In order to test the simulation effect of FHS, this paper simulates the yield rate of asset holding period of 5 days, 10 days, 15 days, 20 days, and compares them with the future actual loss (April 2018). The results are shown in Table 8 . 0.4267% 0.2630% 0.5657% -0.0830% As time goes on, the VaR estimation value simulated by FHS is also magnified. But at 95% confidence level, the estimated value can cover the actual loss, indicating that FHS has a good risk-prediction ability.
Conclusions and Suggestions
Accurately measuring the risk of bond market is very important for improving the risk management level of the bond market and maintaining the stability of the financial system. Taking ChinaBond New Composite Wealth (gross) Index as the research object, this paper constructs different bond market yield volatility models, uses VaR to measure the risk of the bond market in China, and compares the measurement accuracy of various models through the backtesting analysis and the Kupiec failure rate test method. Then, this paper uses the Filtered Historical Simulation method based on Bootstrap method to simulate VaR with different confidence levels and the maximum possible loss and revenue of the market under extreme conditions. At the same time, by comparing with the actual loss, the risk prediction ability of FHS is measured. The results of the study show that:
(1) The yield rate of the bond market has the characteristic of thick tails. The actual failure rate of the GARCH-VaR model based on t distribution is lower, and such model can measure the risk of the market more accurately. But, under the Kupiec test, the robustness of the model is not as good as the one which is based on normal distribution hypothesis;
(2) The yield rate of the bond market not only has volatility aggregation effect, but also has leverage effect. The leverage term provides more effective information in the market, which can improve the estimation accuracy and robustness of VaR; (3) The yield rate of the bond market has a certain autocorrelation. Eliminating the autocorrelation of yield can effectively improve the estimation accuracy and robustness of VaR; (4) Filtered Historical Simulation method based on Bootstrap method reflects the existence of leverage effect in the market, that is, the maximum possible loss of the market is far greater than the maximum possible revenue in the Applied Economics and Finance Vol. 5, No. 4; 2018 115 coming period. Using FHS to estimate the risk can effectively measure the actual loss of the market.
The above conclusions have important guiding significance in the risk management practice of the bond market. As we know, outbreaks of extreme risks tend to destroy the smooth operation of the market and bring great losses to investors. Therefore, preventing and resolving extreme risks is of great significance to the development of the bond market and the safety of investment. In order to prevent and resolve extreme market risks, we must focus on the typical characteristics of extreme risk measurement, such as fat tail distribution, volatility aggregation and leverage effect, which have high application value. According to these characteristics and changes, the regulatory authorities can choose appropriate models to describe the risk of the bond market and formulate corresponding risk management measures; investors can also choose the appropriate model to measure risk and specify their own investment strategies by taking their own risk tolerance into consideration. Meanwhile, both supervisors and investors can effectively evaluate the risk of the portfolio by FHS, thus effectively avoiding huge risk.
